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Logline:
!
Laine Brown, a title winning male impersonator from
Raleigh, North Carolina, struggles to find acceptance from
her family, her community and the male-dominated drag
culture.

Short Synopsis:
!
Laine Brown, a spirited and passionate male
impersonator born on North Carolina's rural coast,
transforms by taping down her breasts, shaving her head,
and studying the masculine performances of today's most
famous male entertainers- to become the incomparable
NATION TYRE, show-stopper and ground-breaker for
women in drag.
!
In the new feature documentary film M.I., A Different
Kind of Girl, filmmakers, Leslie Cunningham and Alana
Jones enter the world of new millennium drag and pick up
the torch ignited by films like Paris is Burning to
investigate attitudes in their own LGBT and AfricanAmerican communities about women in drag. In the
process, they uncover powerful ideas about female gender
identity and sexuality in not only the mainstream popular
culture but also within the marginalized LGBT and African
American communities"where Nation"has made a name for
herself."Introducing Laine Brown as Nation Tyre; The House
of Tyre of Atlanta, NC's top drag queens, Breyannah Allure
and Paris Brooks; and many more. Featuring music and
special commentary by Hip Hop#s hottest female
duo,"KIN4LIFE.

About M.I.:
!
Long a beloved character, the Drag Queen or male
impersonator of feminine gender identity, has shone on
stage and in screen. Birdcage, Tootsie and To Wong Foo Thanks for Everything,
Julie Numar are but a few modern examples in a cadre of popular films that brought
drag queens to mainstream America. RuPaul remains relevant in entertainment and

reality television decade after decade. Rarely, however, do we encounter drag
!kings" or female performers of masculine gender identity in film and on stage
despite the ever-presence of women that bend the boundaries of female gender
identity in the African-American and LGBT communities."
!
Laine Brown, a spirited and passionate male impersonator born on North
Carolina's rural coast, transforms by taping down her breasts, shaving her head, and
studying the masculine performances of today's most famous male entertainers- to
become the incomparable NATION TYRE, show-stopper and ground-breaker for
women in drag.
!
In the new feature documentary film, M.I., A Different Kind of Girl,
filmmakers, Leslie Cunningham (producer/director) and Alana Jones (co-producer)
enter the world of new millennium drag and pick up the torch ignited by films like
Paris is Burning to investigate attitudes in their own LGBT and African-American
communities about women in drag. In the process, they uncover powerful ideas
about female gender identity and sexuality in not only the mainstream popular
culture but also within the marginalized LGBT and African American
communities"where Nation"has made a name for herself."As she pushes the bounds
of female gender identity, is there room for Nation, a lone performer, to challenge the
constraints at work in the African-American and LGBT community in pursuit of fame
and visibility on the world stage?
!
In her fledgling years on stage, Nation's drag $family#,
the Tyres of Atlanta, helped mold"into a !super studd",
embodying a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week gender
performance that rejected the “trans-” label but required a
commitment to masculinity that left Nation feeling pressured
to abandon the reality of her femaleness. The family,
headed by Sincere Tyre, an established M.I. in his own right,
wants Nation to be “harder,” and ultimately return to Atlanta
where this strict and complete dedication to masculinity
dominates the female drag scene and Male Illusion is more
accepted in the LGBTQ community.
!
Nation#s fiancée and biological family, while
increasingly accepting of her sexuality and career as a Male
Illusionist, want her to be more feminine in life. Ultimately,
she is challenged by a desire to please all of those that love
her. Yet ultimately, Nation is on a mission to generate
acceptance for women like her, a rainbow of more and less
masculine women and Male Illusionists and crack the nut of
pop culture as a proud !natural" woman reaching for
stardom from the drag stage. Yet, in a new- millennium
America deeply committed to our categories of race and
culture, gender and sexuality, is there acceptance for a
M.I.?
!

:

About M.I. Continued

Set in the American South, this thought-provoking film
from TRIBES Entertainment Films, uses candid
interviews, performance footage, artful b-roll, images of
striking green in the Carolina Piedmont and more to
bring viewers through the flashing lights into the heart of
Nation Tyre (M.I.). "!
!
Introducing Laine Brown as Nation Tyre; The
House of Tyre of Atlanta, NC's top drag queens,
Breyannah Allure and Paris Brooks; and many more.
Featuring music and special commentary by Hip Hop#s
hottest female duo,"KIN4LIFE.

KIN4LIFE

VISIT: maleillusionistthefilm.com
Film Glossary:
• BEAT: beautiful
• CUNT: super feminine
• FEM QUEEN: female who impersonates females
• FTM: female to male
• LEAD MALE: male who impersonates males
• M.I.: male illusionist (male impersonator)
• PAINT: to apply makeup
• STUDD: a masculine looking lesbian

NATION TYRE

Director’s Statement:
!
I have never performed in drag though some of my good friends are the
$queens# I have"met on nightclubs stages across the country. At times a genderbender in my private life and $out# in the community, the subject matter of drag
performance and gender identity within and beyond"the LGBTQ community and
particularly for lesbian women of color, was immediately relevant"to me. As I came to
know my subject, I guess you could say it was easy for me
to pick up my"camera and head backstage to enter this
strange and confusing world of illusion and to ultimately"tell
the story of Nation Tyre.
!
When I met Nation in early 2011, I was shooting an
event at a gay pride celebration in North Carolina where she
had just been crowned Mr. Triangle Black Pride for her
victory in the"drag king"pageant. At that time, I was
continuing my studies in documentary filmmaking at
Duke"University and my partner and I were enjoying all
things LGBTQ Pop after a viewing of Paris is"Burning- a
1990 documentary film introducing the world to the NYC
underground black and"latino gay ball culture."
!
At some point over the course of the the long Pride
Leslie Cunningham
weekend, Nation saw a sample of my"video work and hired
me to create a promotional DVD of her performances. Week
after"week and month after month, I attended Nation's performances in venues from
Wilmington to"Atlanta. Although her male"impersonation and lip sync skills were
flawless, Nation struggled to find paid-work for drag"kings or male illusionists (as
Nation prefers to call them) in the male-dominated industry of drag."I filmed her"as
she prepared for the stage- concealing her ample breasts, applying bits of hair to her
$soft# face"and conducting the rites of transformation- most often the only woman in a
crowded dressing"room of men, duct-taping their genitals and applying makeup to
their male faces."
!
I began to wonder about other female entertainers? Where were the other
drag kings?"One year later, my first feature documentary film, M.I., A Different Kind
of Girl, is ready for the"2012 film festival circuit. Although we were challenged at
times with no budget, little equipment"and less patience towards the end of the
filmmaking process, I met some amazing people along"the way and with the help of
my partner on the project, writer/editor, Alana Jones, I believe that"we uncovered
some powerful and fundamental ideas about life and identity that we hope

will"challenge viewers thinking about women, in general, and specifically, on drag
stages reaching"beyond the borders of the LGBTQ community."
!
Indeed, the journey was more rewarding than the destination for me and I
made a good"friend in Nation Tyre, the film#s primary subject, and the communities
of male-illusionist,"LGBTQ, and heterosexual voices that informed the dialogue. I am
also extremely grateful to"Nation Tyre and all of the subjects and project supporters
who saw this journey and film through"to the end. Leslie Cunningham, filmmaker.

About Leslie Cunningham:
!
LESLIE CUNNINGHAM (Producer/Director) is a talented new documentary
filmmaker producing unique and inspiring narratives about urban expression, arts
and activism. Her films include"M.I., A Different Kind of Girl (2012); She#s
Slammin# (2010), Triangle Black Pride (2010), Rev It Up (2009), Domestic Violence:
Healing Through Spoken Word (2009) and"Trees on Fire (2009), short films and
documentaries which have aired on screen at film festivals, cable and public
television, and online at BlipTV, Channels.com, AOL Video, World News, TRIBES TV
and YouTube.com. Originally from Los Angeles, California,"Leslie is a seasoned
journalist and publisher who has devoted her life to independent artistry and
community activism. She is creator and publisher of"TRIBES Magazine# the
quarterly indie entertainment periodical that showcases indie artists making news in
the U.S. and abroad. Winner of the “Best Online Zine” (BlackWebAwards, 2009) and
“Best Poetry Magazine” (National Poetry Awards, 2010),"TRIBES Magazine"has
been in existence for more than seven consecutive years and reaches millions in
print and online annually. Leslie brings more than a decade of public relations,
marketing and communications to her film work. She currently attends the Center
for Documentary Studies at Duke University and volunteers her time in support of
community media. Please contact her at: lesliecunninghampro@yahoo.com

About Alana Jones:
!
ALANA JONES (Writer/Associate Producer) is an entertainment journalist,
fiction writer, social critic and longtime editor for TRIBES Magazine. A graduate of
Duke University, Jones is a trained cultural anthropologist with a focus on 20th
century Latin America and contemporary American racial politics.
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Crew:

Songs:

producer/ director/ editor
Leslie Cunningham

”Take Your Clothes Of”
written and produced by Kin4life

co-producer / writer
Alana Jones
music written and produced by
Kin4Life

Cast:
Laine Brown aka Nation Tyre
Anita “Image” Lumpkin
Taydra “First Lady” Parker
Sincere Starr Tyre
Heavenly Starr Tyre
Nilla Tyre
Gemini Starr Tyre
Paris Brooks
Breyannah Allure
Amber Clayton
Skeeter Clayton
Cory Hollywood Skinner
Kin4Life

Additional performances by:
Jazmine Addams
E.M. Shaun
Alexandra Vittz
SheDrag performers
Marquette Lounge performers
DC Dom Show performers

VISIT: maleillusionistthefilm.com

“Lone Ranger”
written and produced by Kin4life
“It’s Nation”
written and produced by Shamon

Film locations:
Durham, North Carolina
Raleigh, North Carolina
Wilmington, North Carolina
Atlanta, Georgia
Washington, DC

Thank You to:
After Six Photography
313 Nightclub
Club Kiraco
The Bar Durham
Ibiza Nightclub
Melody Forrester
IQ & NOR of KIN4LIFE
Ladi Lenore Shows
Marquette Lounge

